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In recent years, shared micromobility options have proliferated widely across the country as part 

of the growing “Sharing Economy.” The shared-use fleets of bikes, e-bikes and scooters, both dock-less 
and docked, offer convenient short travel options. They are particularly useful as a first- and last-mile 
solution that makes it easier for people to use public transit. These novel services, enabled by advancing 
technology, increase the number and type of available alternative transport modes. They can help 
reduce our reliance on cars, thus making our communities cleaner and healthier. 

There are many micromobility service providers. Local governments can establish carefully 
considered regulations and partner with service providers to bring the best micromobility options to the 
community. When dock-less scooters first appeared in American cities, there was swift backlash over the 
clutter it caused, and people clamored for regulation. When some cities imposed draconian micromobility 
standards, service providers were pushed out. Fortunately, through trial and error, sound design thinking 
and by involving key stakeholders and the community, best practices to achieve a middle ground have 
been established. 

Cities that currently do not have shared micromobility will need to prepare transparent regulations 
and communicate a willingness to work with service providers if they wish to have shared micromobility 
services. By establishing clear standards and procedures, cities can make it easier for micromobility 
vendors to come in and operate in the city.  
 
References and Resources 
 Guidelines for Regulating Shared Micromobility by NACTO.org 

Waste 
Solutions for waste management and waste reduction 
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Centralized Waste Bins 
Change habits by replacing personal waste bins with larger waste 
receptacles 
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The Impact 

Centralized waste bins in an office reduce waste sent to landfills and cut cross-stream 
contamination. This change can alter or subtly reshape personal habits and may translate into general 
behavior shifts.  
 
Description  

It is a current norm in many office environments for employees to have small, personal waste 
receptacles at their desks or cubicles. These provide an incredibly convenient (some might argue, too 
convenient) and quick way to dispose of garbage but also negatively impacts waste habits. Eliminating 
these personal bins and replacing them with a few centralized and distinct waste receptacles will improve 
the waste stream dramatically. 

These central locations should contain a recycling bin, composting bin and landfill bin, depending 
on the pickup services available. In certain situations, the landfill bin can be eliminated, and although 
contamination of recycling may increase, diversion rates for the business will increase dramatically.  
Where It's Been Implemented 

A number of businesses have already implemented centralized waste bins to reduce their waste 
stream. One great example is Oracle's former headquarters in Redwood City. In these offices, personal 
bins were removed and replaced with central bins for recycling and composting. Oracle even eliminated 
bins for landfill, which greatly increased its diversion rate. The company only offers compostable and 
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recyclable items at its offices and cafes, eliminating the need for landfill bins. This also increases 
awareness and reinforces sustainable habits.  
 
Key Drivers 
 Personal bins take the choice out of the individual's process of disposal. They don’t require 
people to properly sort waste, preventing sustainable habits from forming. Making the act of throwing 
away garbage a conscious decision is an incredibly important part of the process. Walking from a desk to 
a bin results in a more conscious decision about how to sort waste, and these behaviors have a bigger 
chance of translating outside of the office.  
 
Key Factors for Success 
 Marketing this initiative correctly is key. People tend to dislike it when things are taken away from 
them. Employees may react negatively to the change at first. Making this change uniform throughout the 
business is important. The rollout of the new policy should be paired with impactful and attention-
grabbing flyers or posters that advertise the reasoning behind the change, including statistics of the 
reduction of waste and improvements in efficiency. 
 Depending on the size of the office, there may need to be multiple centralized bin locations. In 
crafting the plan, it is important to begin with less rather than more. After a week or two, the waste can be 
accounted for, and if another bin location is necessary, it may be added. It is better to add a bin later 
rather than remove it once people have become familiar with it.  
 
Key Obstacles 
 Aside from some initial grumbling, there aren’t many obstacles to adding centralized waste bins. 
Removing personal bins and replacing them with central ones is a simple process. It reduces the load of 
maintaining and servicing multiple personal bins.  
 Eliminating landfill bins from your office may be a possibility. A facility as large as Oracle's former 
headquarters was able to successfully do so because it only offers compostable or recyclable items at its 
cafes and break rooms. The small amount of landfill contamination that will make it into the recycling bins 
will likely fall under the local contamination threshold for certain recyclers. Plentiful and effective 
advertising will help with the transition.  
 
References and Resources 
 Sarah Berry, Assistant Facilities and Sustainability Manager, sarah.berry@oracle.com, 650-506-
4939 
 “Centralized Waste Bins vs. Individual Waste Bins – Which Is Better?” by Busch Systems 
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 Here is Oracle's Centralized Waste Guide. 
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Deconstruction Waste Management 
Reduce waste and increase salvaged materials for reuse  

 

 
 
The Impact  

Deconstruction offers a significant form of waste reduction. For example, in San Mateo County, 
Calif., 29 percent of the waste going to landfills came from construction and demolition in 2019. 
Additionally, deconstruction reduces the necessity for some new manufacturing and provides the 
opportunity for new markets selling salvaged materials at discount rates.  
 
Description 

Instead of demolishing buildings, they need to be systematically disassembled, often in the 
reverse order of construction. Deconstruction can result in up to 95 percent of materials being recovered 
for reuse or recycling. There is no shortage of unused or unwanted materials, but much of it is sent to the 
landfill instead of being repurposed today.  

Deconstruction ordinances mandate or strongly encourage the adoption of this careful 
disassembling of buildings. Business owners such as Chris Garrett of Devil's Canyon Brewing Co. in San 
Carlos, Calif., have already incorporated reuse and deconstruction salvage into their “business as usual” 
practices. His brewery is almost entirely constructed from recycled and repurposed materials, including 
equipment from large businesses.  
 
Where It's Been Implemented 

Palo Alto, Calif., passed an ordinance effectively banning contractors from demolishing entire 
buildings which went into effect in July 2020. Other cities such as Portland, Ore., and Milwaukee, Wisc., 
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have similar laws in place. San Mateo County, Detroit and Baltimore are encouraging deconstruction, but 
further action is necessary.  
 
Key Drivers 

Waste reduction is a principal tenet of sustainability. San Mateo County has taken action toward 
achieving zero waste status, but much of the focus so far has been placed on items such as single-use 
plastic bags and straws. Addressing the process of construction and demolition has the potential for 
much greater impact. Action is even more urgent now for the county because its only landfill, Ox 
Mountain, is expected to reach capacity in 2034. 
 The City of Palo Alto estimates that more than 40 percent of its landfill debris is construction or 
demolition materials. About 19,000 pounds of waste are created annually from these projects, so better 
management practices are a priority. 
 Several cities throughout San Mateo County already have ordinances in place for recycling 
construction and demolition materials. However, Palo Alto’s new ordinance bans the practice of 
demolition (only allowing for deconstruction), estimating that up to 95 percent of the materials can be 
recovered for reuse or recycle with deconstruction techniques. The city expects to divert 7,930 tons of 
waste annually through this ordinance.  
 
Key Factors for Success 

Demolition is much faster than deconstruction, although it is far messier. Incentives may need to 
be in place to encourage contractors and builders to spend the extra time to effectively salvage materials 
for reuse. However, deconstruction may cut future costs for building companies and contractors by 
increasing their access to viable and cost-effective salvage materials or by decreasing disposal costs 
after the project. Deconstruction for renovations should be considered, as smaller internal projects still 
present an opportunity for deconstruction and material recovery. Another key factor for success is 
including someone, preferably a supervisor or project manager, on the job who has deconstruction 
experience and can identify and help solve problems as they occur. It is also important to provide 
workers with education about the deconstruction process and how to handle any hazardous or toxic 
materials they may encounter.  
 
Key Obstacles 

Deconstruction takes more time than demolition and is more expensive. Pilot studies in Palo Alto 
showed that deconstruction of two buildings took between 10 and 15 days with a crew of four to eight 
workers, and the cost ranged from $22 to $34 per square foot. In comparison, demolition of a building 
takes a few days and a crew of two to three, and costs between $8 and $12 per square foot to complete. 

Current ordinances in some cities in San Mateo County already require salvaging materials, 
lengthening the demolition process. Some cities, such as Burlingame, even require builders to wait a few 
days prior to demolition to allow for materials to be salvaged.  

Tax deductions can more than make up for the initial cost of deconstruction. Markets in place for 
the salvaged materials can also help mitigate deconstruction costs, like the California Materials 
Exchanges (CalMAX).  
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Timeline to Implementation 
 The City of Palo Alto adopted its deconstruction ordinance in July 2019. The ordinance went into 
effect on July 1, 2020, for total demolitions of commercial and residential projects. The ordinance was 
scheduled to expand its scope beginning in January 2022, when it would apply to all projects valued at 
$100,000 or more, and in January 2023, when it would apply to projects valued at $50,000 or more. 
  
References and Resources  
 Chris Garrett, Owner, Devil's Canyon Brewing Co., chris@devilscanyon.com,  
650-400-0650 

City of Palo Alto, Construction & Demolition, 
CD@CityofPaloAlto.org, Deconstruction@CityofPaloAlto.org, 650-838-2828 
 “Palo Alto Takes Aim at Demolition,” Palo Alto Weekly 
 California Materials Exchanges (CalMAX)  

 
 

Environmentally Preferred Purchasing 
Prioritizing the consumption of products and services that reduce impact 
on climate

 
The Impact 

Environmentally preferable purchasing (EPP) programs work to promote both community health 
and sustainable conservation of resources. In turn, they aim to reduce man-made emissions, prevent 
pollution and increase sustainable industry competitiveness.  
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Background 
EPP policies began gaining more widespread traction around 2008, when they were primarily 

focused on buying recyclable paper and sustainable office supplies. Now these policies encompass 
many more products, including a preference for electric vehicles, energy-efficient equipment, water-
saving fixtures and even road construction materials.  
 
Where It's Been Implemented  

The federal EPP program has generated significant financial and environmental benefits to the 
government. Environmentally preferable electronic products saved the government $182.5 million in 
2018. Globally, the 1.33 billion EPP tech products purchased worldwide from 2006 to 2018 will result in 
the reduction of 184 million metric tons of greenhouse gases and 830,000 metric tons of hazardous 
waste. 

In California, Public Contract Code 12400-1404 calls for the purchasing of goods and services 
whose production, manufacturing and distribution ensure a lesser or reduced effect on human and 
environmental health. The Department of General Services leads the state’s effort to purchase 
sustainably through its Buying Green Guide.  

CalRecycle cites StopWaste in Alameda County as a model EPP policy. StopWaste’s template 
for EPP, created in 2009, includes strategies for source reduction, recycled content products, energy and 
water efficient products, green building practices, landscaping practices, toxic pollution prevention and 
bio-based products.  

The City of San Carlos (Calif.) drafted an EPP proposal in 2015 that requires buyers to maintain a 
log to track items purchased, purchase prices, vendors and frequency of environmentally preferred 
purchases. The logs are used to audit purchasing trends and adherence to the policy annually.  
 
Description 

Environmentally preferable purchasing policies prioritize procuring goods and services with a 
reduced impact on human health and the environment in comparison to other products serving the same 
purpose. These sustainable purchases take into consideration post-consumer recycled content, energy 
efficiency, air emissions, hazardous substances, water efficiency, responsible production and other 
factors. In California, these policies include a wide range of purchases, from copy papers to travel 
expenses, in an effort to reduce the quantity and toxicity of waste in California.  

California law requires public entities to purchase environmentally preferable products that are 
repairable, durable, made with recycled content and can be recycled again. For instance, Alameda 
County’s model EPP policy rewards manufacturers and vendors that reduce environmental impacts in 
their production and distribution systems or services, and encourages the use of agricultural fibers, 
chlorine-free manufacturing processes, wood from sustainably harvested forests, and other 
environmentally friendly practices that conserve natural resources and reduce community hazards. 
 
Key Drivers 

In California and around the world, wasteful practices often harm both the natural world and 
community health. In California alone during 2019, 42.2 million tons of material were disposed of in 
landfills, with an estimated recycling rate of only 37 percent. Landfills emit hazardous air pollutants that 
can impact the health of nearby residents. Incinerators spew toxic chemicals known to cause cancer, 
respiratory problems and disrupt the endocrine system. EPP policies can ensure that waste produced by 
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our cities and businesses ends up recycled or disposed of sustainably instead of potentially harming 
community health.   
 
Key Factors for Success 

The threat of climate change is driving greater interest in sustainable practices. New products and 
ones that are becoming more popular, such as electric vehicles, are causing cities and businesses to 
examine their EPP policies.  
 
Key Obstacles 

In order for environmentally preferable purchasing policies to be successful, cities and 
businesses need to be willing to revitalize and reinvest in these programs. They also must be fiscally 
responsible and timely in overseeing sustainable purchasing.  
 
References and Resources 

Responsible Purchasing Network’s list of green purchasing policies 
http://www.responsiblepurchasing.org/purchasing_guides/all/policies/  
Responsible Purchasing Network’s Model EPP policy 
http://www.responsiblepurchasing.org/purchasing_guides/all/policies/epp_model_policy.pdf  
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s EPP program: https://www.epa.gov/sustainable-
marketplace-greener-products-and-services/about-environmentally-preferable-purchasing  
Environmental Procurement Policy for San MateoCounty (Calif.) https://hr.smcgov.org/environmental-
procurement-policy  
CalRecycle’s EPP: https://calrecycle.ca.gov/epp/ 
California’s EPP training program for EPP purchases https://www.dgs.ca.gov/PD/Resources/Page-
Content/Procurement-Division-Resources-List-Folder/EPP-Training  
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Food Waste Tracking 
Data on food waste empowers culinary workers to make preparation 
and serving more efficient 
 

 
 
The Impact 
 Food waste tracking helps drastically reduce food waste from items and dishes that were not 
served by closing time. Not only will this have a positive environmental impact, but also businesses and 
organizations that track their food waste will save money on production and food costs. 
 
Where It's Been Implemented 
 There are many food waste tracking technology vendors that offer tools to track and analyze food 
waste. One is Leanpath, which has partnered with major food providers like Aramark and smaller ones in 
a variety of sectors. Google currently uses Leanpath at almost 200 Google cafes in 21 countries, and 
since 2014 the company has saved 4 million pounds of food waste. Hotels, including the Hilton San 
Diego Bayfront, Marriott’s Hotel Alfonso XII and Novotel Brisbane, have also had positive experiences 
with Leanpath.  
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Description 
 Kitchen staff can account for the food waste on the buffet line or in the kitchen at the end of each 
day. By measuring the specific dishes wasted, the culinary team can work to create an optimal menu and 
prepare the proper amount of each food each night. Kitchen staffers can do this themselves or they can 
use technological tools that streamline the process.  

Leanpath invented automated food waste tracking technology in 2004. The company offers tools 
for data collection such as scales and cloud-based analytics, as well as specifically tailored coaching for 
culinary teams. The goal is to eliminate a large excess of prepared food at the end of the day. Often, this 
food is not donated to local shelters because of concerns around liability and, instead, is discarded. Food 
waste tracking technology vendors provide services that aim to prevent this needless waste 

Leanpath offers a number of services for different needs and industries. For example, one of its 
most detailed products includes a built-in scale, camera and touchscreen interface for kitchens wanting 
highly detailed pre-consumer food tracking. Leanpath also provides a floor scale smart meter that can 
weigh waste from garbage and compost bins. But products as simple as online tracking and data 
analysis tools can give the culinary staff the basic tools necessary for efficient tracking and efficient meal 
planning. 
 
Key Drivers 
 Food waste is costly to both the environment and the wallet. On top of contributing to landfill 
mass and greenhouse gas emissions, companies are losing money for every bite that is wasted.   
 
Key Obstacles 
 Food waste tracking technology is a service that comes at a cost, and some businesses may not 
think the additional cost is necessary. Besides, services like Leanpath can be expensive and hard to use, 
causing frustration to kitchen staff. Businesses and organizations with food service establishments can 
implement their own version of food waste tracking, accounting for food waste at the end of each day. 
Then kitchen staff can make their own decisions in terms of how to modify food preparation and 
ingredient purchasing to minimize food waste and optimize their efficiency.  
 
References and Resources 
 EPA’s Sustainable Management of Food website 
 EPA’s Tools for Preventing and Diverting Food WasteWaste Tracking and Analytics by ReFED, a 
multi-stakeholder nonprofit 
 Leanpath's case studies studies 
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Personal Reusable Cups for All Employees 
Discourage the use of disposable cups and initiate a culture shift within 
the office 

 

 
 
The Impact 

Providing each employee with a personal reusable cup significantly reduces office waste, 
particularly from single-use paper cups used for coffee or other beverages in the break room. There will 
also be a significant cost reduction and a slight drop in the organization’s carbon footprint. 
 
Background 

Oracle implemented an impressive pilot project targeting paper cup waste at its former 
headquarters in Redwood City, Calif. The office was housing thousands of employees, and they used 
roughly 200,000 cups every month. Kelsey Morgan, who used to be the facilities and sustainability 
manager at Oracle, ran the project. She purchased reusable, ceramic cups that were branded with 
Oracle's logo. Each cup had a blank white space where employees could write their name, personalizing 
their cup. Cups were placed on employees' desks with a small brochure detailing statistics about paper 
cup waste, resources used and saved, etc.  

Kelsey had essentially no marketing budget, so she took things into her own hands. She 
personally made posters and flyers that signaled a culture change throughout the company, encouraging 
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employees to feel responsible to use their new ceramic cups. The cups were also presented to new 
hires. Kelsey estimated there would be a 25 percent reduction in paper cup use.  

After one month, she found there was an 81 percent reduction in paper cup waste, dwarfing her 
prediction. As of August 2019, the average had stabilized to a 70 percent reduction. The project had 
already saved $50,000 and 600,000 paper cups. The only expected downside was a possible increase in 
water use from cleaning the cups.  

Other Oracle branches around the country considered implementing the same project, and since 
2019, several Oracle employees around the world have implemented similar projects. For instance, all of 
Oracle’s sites in Italy have been participating in a plastic free project involving reusable cups and 
Oracle’s site in Hillsboro, Oregon now uses eco-friendly meal kits.  
 
Key Drivers 

Offices around the country use an incredible amount of paper cups. They are available in most 
break rooms, and most employees feel the need to caffeinate more than once every day. However, these 
"to-go" cups are not going anywhere. They are only being used inside the office, so it would be much 
less wasteful if employees changed their habits to reuse the same cup each day. Eliminating disposable 
cups from break rooms reduces waste and greenhouse gas emissions, and it also reduces costs over 
time for paper cups and waste management.  
 
Key Factors for Success 

The success of Oracle’s pilot project is an impressive example as it involved thousands of 
employees. It will be less costly and time intensive to implement a similar project at a smaller company. 
Marketing the new strategy to fewer employees should be simpler, too. In addition, to successfully 
educate and motivate employees to change their habits (e.g., via contests and/or prizes), a key to 
success includes enlisting “sustainability champions” that are enthusiastic about the program and can 
help promote it amongst fellow employees. Having superiors fully embrace it and “set a good example” 
will be extremely helpful too by clearly signaling the organization is serious about its commitment towards 
sustainability and it is an important program. 
 
Key Obstacles 

The principal obstacle to a project such as this is the initial cost. Acceptable reusable cups must 
be purchased for every employee at the company, and this cost will vary dramatically based on the size 
of the company. However, the program will eventually pay for itself if implemented correctly. Oracle’s 
program paid for itself after only seven months.  
 
References and Resources 
 Below is Oracle’s guide to “Use Reusable.” 
 Sarah Berry, Assistant Facilities and Sustainability Manager, Oracle, sarah.berry@oracle.com, 
650-506-4939 
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Responsible Recycling of e-Waste 
Make sure dangerous components are recycled properly. 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Impact 

Ordinances that mandate the responsible recycling of electronic waste (e-waste) will reduce the 
amount of waste sent to landfills and ensure these materials won’t be sent to processing sites overseas 
that employ child labor, have poor working conditions, and present significant environmental hazards. 
 
Where It’s Been Implemented 

The San Mateo County (Calif.) Board of Supervisors adopted an e-waste ordinance on October 
31, 2017. It is similar to one approved by Santa Cruz County, Calif. which went into effect on January 24, 
2013. 
 
Description 

San Mateo County’s ordinance requires organizations hosting electronic waste recycling events 
to dispose of e-waste collected with a certified e-waste recycler that has been approved by the county. 
The e-waste collector’s name and contact information must be submitted to the county at least 10 days 
prior to the event and must be posted prominently at the e-waste event. Fines for infractions are modest: 
up to $100 for the first offense, $200 for the second offense and $500 for each additional violation within 
one year. 
Key Drivers 
 Electronic waste recycling recovers valuable materials from discarded electronics that can be 
reused to make new products. It keeps materials out of landfills, reuses already extracted resources 
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thereby reducing the demand for extraction of raw resources and reduces pollution and greenhouse gas 
emissions. Responsible electronic recycling also protects people from exposure to toxics. It prevents 
irresponsible e-waste recycling by those companies that transport these goods to countries where 
regulations are less stringent, and workers’ protection is nonexistent or poorly enforced. In addition, it 
creates local jobs for U.S. workers. 
 
Key Factors for Success 

Cities that sponsor e-waste recycling events are aware of this regulation, but organizations that 
run events without city involvement may not know about it. Therefore, cities should publicize the 
ordinance via multiple media channels. 

Enforcement will be easier and program consistency will be created to avoid consumer and 
vendor confusion if all the cities in the same county adopt the same ordinance. If the county later 
determines that a change must be made, it will notify cities of that change so they can easily and rapidly 
update their ordinance, too.  
 
Key Obstacles 

This is a straightforward ordinance that has not encountered any opposition. 
 
Next Steps 
 California’s electronics recycling program, which was approved in 2003 and is the oldest in the 
U.S., charges consumers fees of $4, $5 or $6 when they purchase certain types of new devices, with the 
fee dependent on the screen size. Ideally, California would require manufacturers of electronic products 
to build in a recycling fee with the purchase price (extended producer responsibility - EPR policy 
approach). To begin building support for this idea, advocates might work with the California Product 
Stewardship Council, which consists of local governments, nongovernmental organizations, businesses 
and individuals that work together to advocate for policies and projects where producers share in the 
responsibility for managing products throughout their entire life cycles.  
 
References and Resources 
 San Mateo County’s electronic waste ordinance 
 Kevin Lu, Sustainability Specialist, San Mateo County Office of Sustainability, khlu@smcgov.org, 
650-363-4698 
 Santa Cruz County’s electronic waste ordinance 
 Tim Goncharoff, former Zero Waste Programs Manager, County of Santa Cruz, 
timgonch@yahoo.com 
 Doug Kobold, Executive Director, California Product Stewardship Council, doug@calpsc.org, 
916-413-5262 

EcoWatch. “Electronic Waste: New EU Rules Target Throwaway Culture” 
 Great Lakes Electronic Association. “Why Does Europe Have Stronger E-Waste Recycling Than 
the U.S.?”  
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Single-Use Plastic Foodware Ban 
Reduce waste by replacing plastic foodware with natural, fiber-based, 
compostable options 
 

 
 
The Impact 

Plastic waste will be reduced dramatically, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, terrestrial and 
marine pollution, and needed landfill space for end-of-life disposal 
 
Description 

An ordinance adopted by the County of San Mateo in California allows accessories such as 
straws, cup spill plugs, condiment packets, utensils and napkins to be provided only (1) when requested 
by the consumer, (2) upon acceptance by the consumer after being offered by the food service 
establishment (FSE) or (3) at a self-serve dispenser. All straws, stirrers, utensils and toothpicks provided 
must be non-plastic and compostable (that is, made from paper, wood, bamboo or sugarcane).  

Traditional compostable plastics are not allowed, as they do not completely break down. Plates, 
bowls, cups, food trays, clamshells and other take-out containers must also be certified by the 
Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI-certified) and mostly non-plastic and compostable. This ordinance 
affects all FSEs, including restaurants, bars, grocery stores and hotels.   
 
Background 

California Gov. Jerry Brown signed AB 1826 in 2014, requiring all businesses to recycle their 
organic waste after 2016. As of September 2020, businesses that generate two or more cubic yards of 
organic waste per week were required to compost their waste. This increased scope of affected 
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businesses was triggered because statewide organic waste was not reduced by 50 percent from 2014 
levels.  

Stakeholder surveys in Palo Alto, Calif., showed that one-third of FSEs were already providing 
some form of compostable foodware in 2018. Additionally, 52 percent of FSE respondents stated it would 
be simple to transition to using compostable foodware. Palo Alto adopted a Zero Waste Plan in 2018, 
attempting to reach 95 percent diversion from landfills by 2030 to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions. Other cities throughout California have similar goals. 
 
Where It's Been Implemented 

As of June 2022, nearly all cities in San Mateo County had adopted the county’s ordinance, with 
most taking effect October 1, 2022. Similar ordinances have been approved and implemented in other 
California cities, including Palo Alto, Berkeley and Santa Monica.  
 
Key Drivers 

Plastic pollution is one of the most serious environmental issues facing the planet today. Plastic 
can take centuries to decompose, causing harm to both terrestrial and marine ecosystems. Chemicals 
from both the manufacturing and disposal processes also have negative impacts on human health. 
Single-use plastics make up 40 percent of the plastic produced annually. Although there are plastic 
recycling options, foodware is typically contaminated and not economically viable for repurposing. In the 
U.S., only 8.7 percent of plastics were ultimately recycled in 2018. 

Composting offers many additional environmental benefits, such as improving soil health, 
reducing the need for chemical fertilizers and reducing GHG emissions from landfills. Mandatory 
recycling of organic waste is a critical next step toward achieving California’s aggressive recycling and 
greenhouse gas emission goals. Indeed, GHG emissions (e.g., especially methane) resulting from the 
decomposition of organic wastes in landfills have been identified as a significant source of emissions 
contributing to global climate change. Reducing significantly the amount of organic materials sent to 
landfills and increasing the production of compost and mulch are part of the AB 32 (California Global 
Warming Solutions Act of 2006) Scoping Plan. 
 
Key Factors for Success 

Local food service establishments will need to support the ordinance and comply with its 
requirements. Compostable foodware is slightly more expensive than its plastic counterpart. Palo Alto’s 
staff has estimated that compostable utensils cost 1 to 2 cents more per item on average. This cost is 
expected to be passed onto the customer.  
 
Key Obstacles 

Getting businesses on board may present a challenge. Finding a trustworthy and reasonably 
priced compostable foodware vendor will be on the agenda for local food service establishments.  

Surveys of stakeholders have shown heavy support and cooperation with the new measure. The 
ordinance is very straightforward and has been successful in other cities. 
 
Timeline to implementation 
 San Mateo County’s ordinance went into effect in March 2020 and was supposed to be enforced 
in March 2021 in the unincorporated areas of San Mateo County. Due to the pandemic, enforcement has 
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been postponed. This lag time allows food service establishments to use up existing noncompliant stock 
and switch to compliant goods.  
 
Next Steps 

Cities throughout San Mateo County are invited to adopt the county ordinance. If updates are 
needed, the county will notify everyone of the recommended changes so that the ordinance remains 
uniform throughout the county. State legislators might urge a similar statewide resolution. 
 
References and Resources 
 Eun-Soo Lim, Senior Sustainability Coordinator, County of San Mateo, Calif., eulim@smcgov.org, 
650-599-1498 
 Paula Borges, Palo Alto, paula.borges@cityofpaloalto.org  
 Biodegradable Products Institute 

San Mateo County Disposable Food Service Ware Ordinance and participating cities 
San Mateo County information and purchasing guide for food service establishments 

 City of Burlingame’s survey results visualization 
 Palo Alto City Council’s staff report on Foodware Reduction Ordinance 

 
Other Solutions to Explore 
 
Corporate Waste Audits 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
A

t  
 

Genentech, the Zero Waste Manager regularly conducts campus-wide waste audits twice a year. 
Prior to the audit, Genentech employees are invited to volunteer to help examine the waste. Volunteers 
are assigned to audit the waste from the building in which they work, to create a sense of ownership over 
the waste. 
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The janitorial staff stages the accumulated waste in preparation for the audit. Then the volunteers 
sort through the waste and catalog how much has been missorted. From data and metrics that have 
been collected and recorded, Genentech has found that, in recent years, just 35 percent of waste in 
landfill bins should go to landfill, and the rest has been missorted. 

Thanks to these audits, Genentech is aware that food waste is a significant area of concern. Food 
waste is missorted the most often at Genentech, and it causes issues for waste compactors. Genentech 
has used this information to implement targeted organic waste reduction strategies and track progress.  
  Waste audits are useful tools for any employer trying to reduce its waste. A study of 100 
corporate waste audits by GreatForests.com found that 77 percent of what was thrown out as trash was 
actually recyclable. The missorted refuse consisted of organics (34 percent), paper (23 
percent), glass/metal/plastic (19 percent), and e-waste (1 percent). This large amount of unnecessary 
waste translates to high costs both for the employer and to the environment. Without a clear 
understanding of what is in a company waste bin, it is difficult to decide where and how to prioritize 
resources and efforts. Furthermore, it is also harder to track progress on waste reduction efforts. Waste 
audits can help improve waste reduction management programs and save money. 
 
References and Resources 
 Roy Weedman, Zero Waste Programs Manager at JLL Genentech account, 
weedman.roy@gene.com 
 “Over 100 Waste Audits Reveal 77% of Commercial Trash Is Not Trash at All,” GreatForest.com 
 “How to Plan a Waste Audit,” Dumpsters.com 
 

Right to Repair Act 
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“Right to Repair” is the idea that individuals and third parties should be allowed to and able to 
repair electronic devices in order to avoid having to continually replace electronics, which will drastically 
reduce the e-waste stream. Electronic waste, also known as e-waste, poses significant problems for 
human and environmental health in addition to being a big contributor to the overall amount of waste in 
the world. Specifically, toxic materials from e-waste can enter the environment and unsafe handling of e-
waste can lead to irreversible health problems for workers. The Environmental Protection Agency 
estimates that a large majority of e-waste is not recycled and ends up in landfills.   

As of March 2021, consumer electronic appliances in the European Union were required to be 
repairable for at least 10 years. In France, a repairability index helps consumers choose products that 
will be easier to repair.  In the U.K., Right to Repair regulations require manufacturers to provide 
replacement parts to ensure that electronic products are repairable for at least 10 years. While the U.S. 
does not have an equivalent policy, it took a step in this direction when the Federal Trade Commission 
adopted a policy in July 2021 in support of Right to Repair by agreeing to increase law enforcement 
against illegal repair restrictions. 

In California, there is still no legislation about the right to repair all electronic devices. Previous 
electronic right to repair bills in California, including one that would have applied to medical devices, have 
not been approved, yet 27 states in the U.S. in 2021 have considered Right to Repair legislation, 
indicating that the issue is garnering more support. 
 
References and Resources 
 France’s Repairability Index 

France’s Instruction Manual for Calculating the Repairability Index of Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment 
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